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The optimal minimum ECCD power is evaluated numerically for completely suppressing the 3/2 and 2/1
NTMs in the CFETR hybrid scenario. For two typical frequencies of ECCD sources launching from two
upper launcher (UL) ports, fec ¼ 210 GHz and 240 GHz with O1-mode, UL1: (Ri, Zi) ¼ (8.47, 5.7) m and UL2:
(Ri, Zi) ¼ (8.2, 4.5) m, higher frequency of ECCD source launching from the UL2 port is better than that low
frequency counterpart from the UL1 port. Using 240 GHz ECCD source launching from the UL2 port, the
minimum power required to fully suppress the two NTMs with precise ECCD alignment is 12.4 MW and
16.7 MW, respectively. When good alignment cannot be achieved, the results suggest that the
misalignment should not exceed 0.02a, preferably 0.015a, corresponding to 4.4 cm and 3.3 cm.
Considering engineering difficulty of high-frequency gyrotron sources, the optimal minimum ECCD
power with the 210 GHz source launching from the UL2 port is 17.9 MW and 20.6 MW for completely
suppressing the 3/2 and 2/1 NTMs, respectively. In view of this, it is a good choice to select the 210 GHz
ECCD source launching from the UL2 port in the short and medium term.
© 2023 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

The China Fusion Engineering Test Reactor (CFETR) [1e3] will
bridge the gap between the International Thermonuclear Experi-
mental Reactor (ITER) and the fusion demonstration reactor
(DEMO) to demonstrate related technologies and physics models.
The concept and engineering designs of the CFETR were completed
in 2020 [3], the main parameters of the CFETR are R ¼ 7.2 m,
a ¼ 2.2 m, BT ¼ 6.5 T [3,4]. These main parameters are now solid-
ified and used to guide physics design activities. The CFETR will
demonstrate the feasibility of continuous large scale fusion energy
for stable and safe power generation over 1 GW.

The electron cyclotron (EC) system in ITER has the highest
flexibility by combining the equatorial launcher (EL) and the upper
launcher (UL), the EC power deposition can cover up to 85% of the
plasma cross-section, allowing for central heating, current profile
tailoring and magneto-hydrodynamics (MHD) stability control of
such as neoclassical tearing modes (NTMs) in the flat-top phase of
nd Technology, University of
China.
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by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an
the plasma [5]. The EC system is also one of main external heating
and current drive systems planned in CFETR. Given the ratio of
toroidal magnetic fields in ITER and CFETR, one might expect that a
EC frequency of around 210 GHz would be suitable for CFETR. W.
Wei et al. found that the highest current drive efficiency can be
obtained at this frequency with the toroidal field of 6.5 T. The ef-
ficiency of electron cyclotron current drive (ECCD) gradually in-
creases with the increase of frequency [6,7]. However, the fraction
of higher harmonic absorption also increases rapidly for EL manner
[8], and EL-ECCD always has a wider profile which is detrimental to
the suppression of NTMs. An important application of the EC sys-
tems is NTMs suppression especially for m ¼ 3/n ¼ 2 (3/2) and
m ¼ 2/n ¼ 1 (2/1) modes, where m and n are the poloidal and
toroidal mode number, respectively. The UL manner has been
drawn special attention as it can provide localized deposition down
to 2% of the minor radius [5], and avoid the detrimental higher
harmonic absorption of EC power in the edge region [8]. Depositing
EC power inside a magnetic island, localized ECCD is an effective
method for suppressing of 3/2 and 2/1 NTMs by driving localized
current profile at the rational surface q ¼ 1.5 and q ¼ 2 [9].

Evaluation of the EC power needed for NTMs stabilization in the
ITER baseline are usually expressed in terms of the figure of merit
hNTM≡jCD=jBS, the ratio of the EC driven current density to the
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bootstrap current density at the rational surface. Followed thework
of Hegna and Callen [10] who predicted hNTM ¼ 1.5 for ITER, Zohm
[11] predicted hNTM ¼ 1.2. The figure of merit hNTM ¼ 1.2 is also used
to assess the performance of the electron cyclotron wave system in
HL-2M tokamak [12]. However, the figure of merit hNTM ¼ 1.2 may
can't be applied directly for the CFETR configuration to assess the
power needed for NTMs control, because the size and the toroidal
magnetic field of the CFETR tokamak is larger than that of the ITER.
In addition, the ECCD efficiency at the target rational surface is
dependent on kinetic profiles (electron density ne and temperature
Te), launcher position and incident angles, and the ratio of magnetic
field strength to EC source frequency. Hence, it is necessary to
couple a ray-tracing code with a modified Rutherford equation
(MRE) to evaluate the minimum EC power needed for 3/2 and 2/1
NTMs control on CFETR scenarios. Although lower hybrid wave can
drive localized non-inductive currents in DEMO, the driven cur-
rents have only major peaks near the edge of plasma [13] and
cannot be used to suppress NTMs.

As the developed CFETR steady-state scenario by integrated
modeling has no q¼ 1.5 and q¼ 2 rational surfaces [3], in this paper
assessment of EC power requirement for 3/2 and 2/1 NTMs stabi-
lization is studied under CFETR hybrid scenario. In section 2, the
coupled ray-tracing model and MRE are introduced, this method is
used to the studies of this paper. Section 3 presents detail the re-
sults and discussion. Finally, section 4 summarizes and concludes
the paper.

2. Method

More precisely, NTM suppression needs to be simulated self-
consistently with integrated modelling incorporating equilibrium,
current diffusion, heating and current drive, and island evolution
[14e17]. However, the total driven current of ECCD used to suppress
NTM is generally much smaller than the plasma current. Although
ECCD can change the magnetic equilibrium and thus affect its po-
wer deposition position, the magnitude of the effect causing the
ECCD position to move should be small and can be taken into ac-
count in the misalignment effect. Moreover, on CFETR devices, the
magnitude of the toroidal magnetic field, BT ¼ 6.5 T, is much higher
than the magnetic field of current tokamak devices. Therefore, the
magnetic field perturbation generated by ECCD is much smaller
than BT, and the impact of ECCD itself on the magnetic equilibrium
that evolves over time will also be small. Hence, this work assumes
that changes in equilibrium and the effect of current diffusion are
not considered while ECCD is applied.

In order to assess the EC system requirements for the CFETR, it is
important to obtain the ECCD information at target rational surface
under specific operation scenario, the information can be calcu-
lated by a ray-tracing method, such as the GENRAY [18] code. After
that, the peak EC current density jec, full width wdep (1/e) of driven
current profile and misalignment of target rational surface Dr¼ |rrs
- rec| ¼ |rm/n - rec| are then coupled to the MRE to calculate the
minimum EC power for stabilizing the 3/2 and the 2/1 NTMs.

2.1. Ray-tracing method for calculation of ECCD

The trajectories of EC waves and associated driven current are
calculated by the GENRAY code. The dispersion relation of cold
plasma is used to simulate the EC propagation in tokamak plasma,
the Mazzucato relativistic model [19] is used to compute the EC
power absorption, and the Lin-Liu model [20] for current drive
efficiency with parallel momentum conservation [21,22] of
electron-electron collision operator is used to calculate ECCD in
general geometry. Hence, the obtaining of the ECCD profile does not
need to couple ray-tracing with the Fokker-Planck method [23].
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GENRAY code determines the ray trajectories from the following
system of the ordinary differential equation:

dX
dt

¼ � vD=vk
vD=vu

; (1)

dk
dt

¼ vD=vX
vD=vu

; (2)

where u ¼ 2pfec is angular frequency of EC waves, X is the spatial
position vector, k is the wave vector, and D is the real part deter-
mined from the cold plasma dispersion relation. The wave power P
along the ray trajectory can be found in the following equation,

PðsÞ¼ Pin exp
�
� 2

ðs
0

ImðkÞ � ds
�
: (3)

The imaginary part of k is obtained from solving the dispersion
relation. s is the vector directed parallel the trajectory, s is the
distance along the ray trajectory, Pin is the wave power at launch
point. The integral is calculated along the ray trajectory. The Lin-Liu
model is used to calculate the current drive efficiency j/P by the
adjoint approach [20,24]. Different ray/beam-tracing linear codes
and Fokker-Planck quasilinear solvers have been benchmarked
thoroughly for ECCD in ITER scenarios [25]. In GENRAY code, the
incident angles (a, b) are used to change the radial location of ECCD
in CFETR, where the toroidal incident angle a refers to the angle
measured counterclockwise along the major radius on the equa-
torial plane at the launching position, and the poloidal incident
angle b refers to the angle measured from the vertical direction
counterclockwisely.

2.2. The modified Rutherford equation (MRE)

The contributions from the ECCD added to the MRE using the
formulae by Bertelli et al. [26] and De Lazzari et al. [27]. Retaining
the most relevant terms, the MRE is written as following [26,27],

0:82
tr
rs

dw
dt

¼ rsD
0
0 þ rsdD

0
0 þ rsD

0
BS þ rsD

0
CD; (4)

where tr≡m0r2s =h is the local resistive time for the resistivity h at the
rational surface rs of the interested NTM, and m0 is the permeability
of free space. The terms on right hand side provide the effect of the
linear stability index D0

0, the variation of D0
0 due to the perturbation

of the equilibrium current dD0
0, the perturbation of the bootstrap

current D0
BS, and the perturbation of localized non-inductive cur-

rent drive by electron cyclotron waves D0
CD, respectively. Details of

the right-hand-side terms of theMRE for the evolution of the island
width are summarized in the.Appendix A In addition, this paper
assumes perfect alignment of ECCD to the island O-point.

2.3. Coupling method and simulation scenario

The ECCD characteristic quantities rec, jec (unit: A$cm�2MW�1)
and wdep that calculated by the GENRAY code are used to construct
a Gaussian current profile according to the equation

jCD¼ jec exp

 
�ðr� recÞ2

, �
wdep

2

�2
!

(5)

These characteristic quantities are passed to the MRE to calcu-
late the growth rate of a NTM magnetic island width with time if
the Gaussian fitted profile by equation (5) is in good agreement



Fig. 2. CFETR hybrid scenario with Ip ¼ 13.0 MA and BT ¼ 6.5 T. The two dashed
contours are the flux surfaces of q ¼ 2, q ¼ 3/2. The magenta circle and red square
indicate the locations of the two upper launchers (UL1, R ¼ 8.47 m, Z ¼ 5.7 m) and (UL2,
R ¼ 8.2 m, Z ¼ 4.5 m), respectively. The poloidal injection angle b and the resonance
curves are marked in the panel. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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with that of the GENRAY calculation. In fact, this condition can be
satisfied in most cases, even if the ECCD profile calculated by
GENRAY is not smooth, it can be made to conform to the Gaussian
distribution by smoothing the curve. Fig. 1 shows the examples of
fitting GENRAY results with the Gaussian form based on equation
(5). For the best fitting case, Fig. 1 (a), the original curve obtained by
GENRAY code, the smoothed curve and the Gaussian fitted curve
are almost identical. For the worst fitting case, Fig. 1 (b), the ECCD
profile calculated by GENRAY has some burrs, the characteristic
quantities of ECCD are extracted from the smoothed curve to form a
Gaussian profile. As shown in Fig. 1, the Gaussian fitted curve has a
lower value of peak current density compared to the original one, it
will increase the calculated EC power demand required to suppress
NTMs, and the resulting results will be somewhat conservative.

Due to large volume of the CFETR device, the EC power density
PEC in the plasma is well below the limit of non-linear effect [7]:
PEC[MW$m�3]/(ne[1019m�3])2 � 0.5 [28]. Hence, the current drive
efficiency is independent on EC power for specific EC launching
condition, the ECCD is scaled linearly with the absorbed EC power
Pabs. In the cases of full absorption, it is scaled linearly with the
input EC power Pin. Combining with the MRE, the minimum EC
power for fully suppressing NTMs can be obtained.

For the simulation CFETR scenarios, as described in the intro-
duction section, only the hybrid operation scenario [3,4] is
considered, the plasma current Ip ¼ 13 MA. The magnetic flux
surfaces of the CFETR hybrid scenario are shown in Fig. 2. The
corresponding kinetic profiles and profiles of bootstrap current
density jBS and safety factor q are shown in Fig. 3. The profile of q
monotonically increases as the normalized radial position r, it is not
necessary to consider ECCD control of TMs/NTMs with reversed
magnetic shear tokamak plasmas [29,30]. The radial positions of
q ¼ 1.5 and q ¼ 2 rational surfaces are r3/2 ¼ 0.4321 and r2/

1 ¼ 0.5576, respective. Although some hybrid scenarios found on
DIII-D, these scenarios rely on poloidal magnetic-flux pumping by
3/2 TM to maintain the q-profile [31,32], in this paper the flux
pumping effect is not considered in the investigation of 3/2 NTM
suppression in the CFETR hybrid scenario.

For the EC launcher position and frequency, according to the
results of references [4,6,7] and analysis in introduction, two EC
waves with different frequencies launching from two different
upper launcher ports are considered in the simulations. One fre-
quency of EC wave is fec ¼ 210 GHz, another is fec ¼ 240 GHz, the
two frequencies are fundamental ordinary mode (O1-mode). As
Fig. 1. Examples of fitting GENRAY results with the Gaussian form. (a) the best fitting case,
CFETR hybrid scenario with EC frequency of 210 GHz.
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shown in Fig. 2, two upper launcher ports are used to launching EC
waves: UL1, (Ri, Zi) ¼ (8.47, 5.7) m [6], and UL2, (Ri, Zi) ¼ (8.2, 4.5) m
[4,7]. The fec ¼ 240 GHz of O1-mode is chosen as this frequency is
the best candidate for efficient and flexible ECCD under the CFETR
parameters [7] despite of the greater engineering manufacturing
difficulty. As a result, a total of four ECCD cases listed in Table 1 are
and (b) the worst fitting case. The original curves are calculated by GENRAY under the



Fig. 3. Kinetic profiles and profiles bootstrap current density jBS and safety factor q of CFETR hybrid scenario. The radial positions of q ¼ 1.5 and q ¼ 2 rational surfaces are shown in
the right plot.
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used to drive the local currents on the 3/2 and 2/1 magnetic sur-
faces according to the permutation. For each case, the optimum
minimized EC power needed for completely stabilizing the two
NTMs are determined by changing the incident angles (a, b).

The necessary physical quantities used in the MRE (4) are listed
in Table 2. Letting the value of misalignment Dr ¼ |rec - rrs| ¼ |rec -
rm/n| approaching zero as close as possible, the GENRAY code is
used to calculate the characteristic physical quantities of ECCD, the
jec, wdep and Iec etc. This is achieved by changing the poloidal in-
jection angle b under a given toroidal injection angle a.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Results of NTMs suppression by EC wave with fec ¼ 210 GHz

For the cases A and B, the EC wave with EC frequency
fec ¼ 210 GHz is launched from the UL1 and UL2 ports, respectively.
The results of ECCD near the q ¼ 1.5 and q ¼ 2 rational surfaces are
shown in Fig. 4, and the dependence of minimum EC power Pmin for
suppressing the 3/2 and 2/1 NTMs on toroidal injection angle a is
shown in Fig. 5.

As shown in Fig. 4, with the value of a increases from 192� to
230� at 2� intervals, the values of wdep and Iec increases for ECCD
near the 3/2 and 2/1 rational surfaces, but the value of jec decreases
only for ECCD near the 3/2 rational surface. However, for ECCD near
the 2/1 rational surface the value of jec increases first then drops
with the increase of a. Compared with launching port from UL1, the
UL2 port makes ECCD have larger values of jec and Iec and smaller
value of wdep/a. Although a large toroidal incident angle
(220� ~ 230�) is used for numerical simulation in this paper, its
feasibility needs to be considered in engineering. This can be ach-
ieved through the design of launching mirrors of EC systems.

Perfect alignment is a critical factor for effective NTM suppres-
sion by ECCD. Except a¼ 192�, misalignment Dr¼ |rrs - rec|¼ |r3/2 -
Table 1
Simulation cases of ECCD to drive localized current at target 3/2 and 2/1 magnetic
surfaces.

Case fec/(GHZ) UL port

A 210 UL1: (Ri, Zi) ¼ (8.47, 5.7) m
B 210 UL2: (Ri, Zi) ¼ (8.20, 4.5) m
C 240 UL1: (Ri, Zi) ¼ (8.47, 5.7) m
D 240 UL2: (Ri, Zi) ¼ (8.20, 4.5) m
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rec|¼ 0.0054, the Dr equals to 0.0004 for ECCD near the 3/2 rational
surface; and the Dr equals to 0.0001 for ECCD near the 2/1 rational
surface. Thus, the positions of these ECCD are well aligned with the
3/2 and the 2/1 rational surfaces.

From Fig. 4 (c) and (f), more efficient current drive needs a larger
value of a, but this results in awider driven current profile (Fig. 4 (b)
and (e)). While too larger of a value of wdep is usually bad for NTM
stabilization. Due to the typical value of wdep is 0.1e0.2 which
represents a wider ECCD profile, modulate ECCD is more efficient
for a NTM suppression than continue manner. In this paper, the
duty cycle Dm of modulated ECCD is set to 0.5 when calculating the
EC power using MRE. In addition, a more peaked ECCD is more
conducive to suppressing NTM. For different toroidal injection an-
gles, there must be an optimal value of aopt such that the minimum
EC power Pmin required to fully suppress a NTM reaches a certain
minimum value.

Fig. 5 shows the minimum EC power Pmin for 3/2 and 2/1 NTMs
decrease first with the increase of toroidal injection angle a then
increase. For UL1 port, the minimum values of Pmin for the 3/2 and
2/1 NTMs are 25.8 MW and 26.0 MW, respectively. The corre-
sponding optimum incident angles are (a, b) ¼ (204�, 150.0�) and
(208�, 145.0�). For UL2 port, the corresponding minimum values
Pmin of are 17.9 MWand 20.6MW, and the optimum incident angles
are (a, b) ¼ (214�,143.1�) and (218�,137.3�).

As shown in Fig. 4, although the value of jec at 2/1 rational surface
is smaller than that at the 3/2 rational surface, the value ofwdep/a at
2/1 rational surface is also smaller for most value of a. The result is
that the minimum EC power Pmin required to fully suppress 3/2 NTM
is not significantly lower than that of the 2/1 NTM, despite the higher
efficiency of the ECCD at the 3/2 rational surface. Especially at larger
a values for UL1 launching case which is shown in Fig. 5 (a), the
minimum EC power required to completely suppress the 2/1 NTM is
surprisingly smaller compared that of the 3/2 NTM. Even for UL2
launching case, Fig. 5 (b) shows that the minimum EC power for
completely suppressing the 3/2 and the 2/1 NTMs are very close at
large value of a (a � 220�). The reason is that when the value of a is
large, as shown in Fig. 4 (a)e(b) and (d) - (e), the widthwdep/a of the
driven current of ECCD on the 3/2 rational surface is much larger
which is usually bad to the stability of NTM, while the value differ-
ence between jec,3/2 and jec,2/1 is not significant.

However, it should be pointed out that the equilibrium evolu-
tion due to ECCD and current diffusion, the island position evolves
according to the equilibrium. In this case, a slightly broader



Table 2
Physical quantities used in MRE at 3/2 and 2/1 rational surfaces.

Physical quantities 3/2 mode 2/1 mode

Normalized radial location of rational surface rm/n ¼ rm/n/a 0.4321 0.5576
Local electron density ne/(1019m�3) 10.28 9.55
Local electron temperature Te/(keV) 16.55 12.40
Local magnetic shear length Lq ¼ q/(dq/dr)/(cm) 163.68 88.49
Local bootstrap current density jBS/(A/cm2) 19.49 17.41
Local inverse aspect ratio ε ¼ rrs/R 0.132 0.170
Local poloidal magnetic field strength Bth/(T) 0.656 0.635

Fig. 4. Results of ECCD near the q ¼ 1.5 and q ¼ 2 rational surface under different a for cases A and B. (a)e(c): Case A, EC wave is launched from UL1 port. (d)e(f): Case B, EC wave is
launched from UL2 port. EC frequency fec ¼ 210 GHz.

Fig. 5. The dependence of minimum EC power Pmin on toroidal injection angle a for cases A and B. (a) Results of case A. (b) Results of case B. EC frequency fec ¼ 210 GHz.
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deposition width is more desirable since the narrow deposition
could destabilize the island easily due to misalignment with the
island [33].

Fig. 6 (a) shows the relationship between the growth rate of 2/1
NTM magnetic island and the width of magnetic island with and
without UL2-ECCD (fec ¼ 210 GHz). The minimum EC power
requirement for fully stabilization of the 2/1 NTM is found to be
Pmin¼ 20.6MW, at which power level the dw/dt < 0 for all magnetic
2945
island width w. This makes the figure of merit hNTM for completely
stabilizing of the 2/1 NTM equal to 0.7. Here hNTM ≡ jCD,max/jBS ¼
jec·Pmin/jBS. The total driven current Itot only accounts for 2.36% of
the plasma current Ip: (Itot/Ip)� 100%¼ (Iec·Pmin/Ip)� 100%¼ 2.36%.
Fig. 6 (b) show the corresponding driven current profile of the
optimum UL2-ECCD with 210 GHz, and how the characteristic
physical quantities (jec, Dr, rec, wdep/a, etc.) which need by MRE are
obtained from the ECCD profile.



Fig. 6. (a) Growth rate of the 2/1 NTM versus the island width. (b) The corresponding driven current profile and characteristic physical quantities of the optimum UL2-ECCD with
210 GHz.
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3.2. Results of NTMs suppression by EC wave with fec ¼ 240 GHz

The results in section 3.2 show that when the frequency of EC is
210 GHz, the range of the toroidal incident angle a that makes the
ECCD well aligned with the 3/2 and 2/1 rational surfaces is rela-
tively large, from 192� to 230�, and the upper launcher position of
EC wave has little effect. When other conditions remain unchanged
but the frequency of EC wave increases to 240 GHz, the range of the
value of a becomes smaller. Similarly, the upper launcher position
has little effect. As shown in Fig. 7, the range of the value of a is
[216�, 230�] for 3/2 NTM, and [206�, 230�] for 2/1 NTM. For the
value of a less than the minimum value in these two ranges, the
ECCD cannot be well aligned with the rational surfaces by adjusting
the poloidal injection angle b.

For the ECCD results with EC frequency fec ¼ 240 GHz, the trend
of jec, wdep/a and Iec with the toroidal injection angle a is the same
as that in Fig. 4. However, compared to the results of ECCD with
frequency fec ¼ 210 GHz, the peak value (jec) and the current value
driven by unit power (Iec) are larger, but the width of driven ECCD
(wdep/a) is smaller. These are better for complete suppressing of the
3/2 and 2/1 NTMs. It means that the optimum minimum EC power
needed for complete suppressing these NTMs will be smaller. Fig. 8
shows the results of the dependence of minimum EC power Pmin on
toroidal injection angle a for cases C and D. It is obvious that under
the condition of the same value of a, the higher frequency
(240 GHz) of EC wave requires less power for completely sup-
pressing NTMs. Similarly, for UL1 port, the minimum values of Pmin
for the 3/2 and 2/1 NTMs are 13.4 MW and 17.3 MW, respectively.
The corresponding optimum incident angles are (a, b) ¼ (220�,
143.0�) and (216�, 139.2�). For UL2 port, the corresponding mini-
mum values Pmin of are 12.4 MW and 16.7 MW, and the optimum
incident angles are (a, b) ¼ (222�,136.6�) and (216�,130.4�).

In order to compare the influence of the upper launcher position
and frequency of EC wave under optimal conditions, we summarize
the optimum minimum EC power for the four cases, the case A - D.
The results are presented in Table 3 together with the injection
angles to obtain these results. We find that both the upper launcher
position and EC frequency have a great impact on NTMs suppres-
sion. UL2 is better than UL1, the decrease of optimal Pmin is obvious
for low-frequency EC wave (fec ¼ 210 GHz), but not obvious for
high-frequency EC wave (fec ¼ 240 GHz). However, when the wave
frequency is increased from 210 GHz to 240 GHz, the reduction
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magnitude of optimal Pmin is significant and larger. It should be
noted that EC wave with higher frequency, such as fec ¼ 240 GHz
used in this paper for the purpose of numerical investigation, is
more difficult to develop. For CFETR device operating in a 6e7 T
toroidal magnetic field, it is expected that the long pulse gyrotron
with a frequency of 210 GHz will be easier and faster to develop in
engineering than 240 GHz.

Some other factors affecting NTMs stabilization are not consid-
ered in this paper, such as: (1) the influence of magnetic island on EC
wave propagation, power deposition and current drive [34], (2) the
ECCD profile in reality is the superposition of multiple individual EC
beams from distinct wave-guides, (3) the influence of electron
density fluctuation on the reduction of current drive efficiency and
widening of driven current profile [35], and (4) the Reiman-Fisch
current condensation effect [36]. For the factor (1), due to large
value of toroidal magnetic field of CFETR, BT ¼ 6.5 T, and such a high
frequency of a EC beam, fec � ~ 210 GHz, the influence of this factor
on NTM suppression can be ignored. The effect of the superposition
of individual EC beams may slightly widening the driven ECCD
profile, this may result in a slight increase in the required EC wave
power. Although the density fluctuation effect will cause the ECCD to
be broadened, resulting in an increase in the required EC wave po-
wer, it still needs to be experimentally verified on the reactor level
tokamak device, such as ITER device. As for the Reiman-Fisch current
condensation effect, due to the large size of the CFETR device,
R ¼ 7.2 m, a ¼ 2.2 m, and relatively larger value (~0.1) of wdep/a for
the ECCD in CFETR plasma, the effect should be small.

At the end of this section, we also summarize the value of hNTM
and (Itot/Ip) � 100% under the optimum conditions. The results are
shown in Table 4. The maximum value of hNTM will not more than
1.0 under the optimum conditions. And the total driven current Itot
is still very small compared with the plasma current (Ip ¼ 13 MA),
and the ratio of the two is not more than 2.4%.

3.3. Effect of misalignment on the stabilization

The effect of misalignment between the ECCD location and the
rational surfaces where the NTMs are triggered has been studied
[27,35e39]. It is concluded that the keeping alignment within
0.5wdep is a necessary requirement. Similarly, we found that
misalignment has a significant impact on 2/1 and 3/2 NTMs stabi-
lizing by ECCD in the CFETR configuration. In addition, UL position



Fig. 7. Results of ECCD near the q ¼ 1.5 and q ¼ 2 rational surface under different a for cases C and D. (a)e(c): Case C, EC wave is launched from UL1 port. (d)e(f): Case D, EC wave is
launched from UL2 port. EC frequency fec ¼ 240 GHz.

Fig. 8. The dependence of minimum EC power Pmin on toroidal injection angle a for cases C and D. (a) Results of case C. (b) Results of case D. EC frequency fec ¼ 240 GHz.

Table 3
The optimum results of 3/2 and 2/1 NTMs suppressing by ECCD and the injection
angles of EC waves to obtain these results.

fec/(GHz) UL Popt(3,2)/(MW) Popt(2,1)/(MW) (a, b)3/2 (a, b)2/1

210 UL1 25.8 26.0 (204� ,150.0�) (208� ,145.0�)
UL2 17.9 20.6 (214� ,143.1�) (218� ,137.3�)

240 UL1 13.4 17.3 (220� ,143.0�) (216� ,139.2�)
UL2 12.4 16.7 (220� ,136.6�) (216� ,130.4�)

Table 4
The value of hNTM and (Itot/Ip) � 100% under the optimum conditions presented in
Table 3.

fec/(GHz) UL (3, 2) NTM (2, 1) NTM

hNTM (Itot/Ip) � 100% hNTM (Itot/Ip) � 100%

210 UL1 0.6607 2.34% 0.6048 2.38%
UL2 0.6669 2.18% 0.7002 2.36%

240 UL1 0.7027 2.20% 0.6954 2.34%
UL2 0.7889 2.12% 0.9707 2.25%
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and EC wave frequency are also important factors. In this section,
considering the UL position and EC frequency, the effect of
misalignment on the 2/1 and 3/2 NTMs stabilization is analyzed.

In GRE, equation (4), equations (A.7) and (A.13) are used to
evaluate the effect of misalignment on the stabilization. If the
misalignment xdep defined in.Appendix A is large enough, which
means that ECCD deposition locates near or on the X-point of a NTM
magnetic island, the values of GCDðw*; xdepÞ [27,40] in equation (A.7)
and the function F(x) in equation (A.13) will become zero or even
negative. In this cases, the ECCD has no effect on stabilizing the
2947
growth of a NTM magnetic island, and even promotes its growth.
Table 5 in Appendix B shows the results of the misalignment of

ECCD on NTMs suppression.When the value of misalignment Dr¼ |
rec - rm/n| does not exceed 0.015, the value of Pmin does not increase
significantly, or even decreases slightly in some cases. However,
when the value of Dr exceeds 0.015, the value of Pmin increases
rapidly with the increase of Dr. For low ECCD frequency case
(fec ¼ 210 GHz) launching from UL1, the value of Pmin of 2/1 mode
increases moderately from 26.0 MW to 34.0 MW when the



Fig. 9. The effect of the value of r2/1 - rec on the minimum ECCD power for fully stabilizing 2/1 NTM.
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misalignment Dr changing from nearly zero to 0.015, then it in-
creases to 38.9 MW when Dr ¼ 0.0201. And if the value of Dr in-
creases to 0.03, after calculation, Pmin increases to 58.7 MW which
is twice more than that 26.0 MW.

It is worth noting that when the misalignment value does not
exceed 0.015, the value of Pmin changes slowly with the increase of
Dr in most cases, and even decreases slightly. This is mainly due to
the reduction of the radial position, the value of rec of the ECCD,
which reduces the electron trapping effect [41,42], and thus in-
creases the current drive efficiency of the ECCD. This can be seen
from table 5 that the value of jec increase with the decrease of rec. It
can be predicted that when the value of misalignment Dr is caused
by the increase of rec, then the value of jec will decrease, the value of
Pminwill not change slightly with the increase of rec, but will increase
morewith the increase of rec. It is precisely because the current drive
of ECCD on both sides of the rational surface of a NTM is asymmetric,
resulting in asymmetric of Pmin over misalignment Dr in both side of
the rational surface. A specific example of this is shown in Fig. 9,
compared with the ECCD deposited on the outside of the rational
surface, the misalignment of ECCD deposited on the inside of the
rational surface (rec - r2/1 < 0) is better for stabilization of a NTM. The
increase of the driven current of ECCD offsets the increase of Pmin due
to misalignment in this case. Therefore, the results suggest that on
the CFETR tokamak, the misalignment between ECCD and NTM, Dr,
should not exceed 0.02, preferably 0.015, and the position of ECCD
should be smaller than the radial position of the rational surface of a
NTM. Taking the minor radials of the CFETR, a ¼ 2.2 m, it requires
that the value of misalignment does not exceed
0.02 � 220 m ¼ 4.4 cm, preferably 0.015 � 220 m ¼ 3.3 cm.

Under the same value of misalignment Dr, as shown in table 5,
the initial launching position and frequency of EC wave will also
affect Pmin. Compared with UL1, UL2 is better. The higher the fre-
quency of ECCD is, the smaller the value of Pmin is, and as shown in
Fig. 9 the sensitivity of Pmin to misalignment Dr is smaller within
the range of Dr � 0.015a. When the value of misalignment Dr does
not exceed 0.015a, it can be obtained from table 5 that the total
ECCD current (Itot ¼ Iec $ Pmin) required to completely suppress
these NTMs does not exceed 3.2% of the plasma current Ip.

Some effects of misalignment are discussed in this section, but as
the misalignment changes in time due to equilibrium evolution, a
more accurate method is to use integrated modelling to assess the
impact of this effect [14e17]. However, the impact of this effect
should be included in the results of this paper, because the current
generated by ECCD injection is still small, as shown in Table 4, which
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is far less than the total plasma current, (Itot/Ip)� 100% < 2.5%, hence
the misalignment changes due to this effect should be small. In
addition, although the misalignment discussed in this paper is ach-
ieved by changing the injection angle of the EC wave, it should be
understood that this misalignment is caused by various effects, such
as the equilibrium evolution over time.

4. Summary and conclusion

Just as ECCD is important for the ITER operation [40], the China
Fusion Engineering Test Reactor (CFETR, R ¼ 7.2 m, a ¼ 2.2 m,
BT ¼ 6.5 T) operation also requires ECCD to drive local current to
achieve various goals, one of which is that ECCD suppresses NTMs,
especially the 3/2 and 2/1 NTMs. In this paper, the minimum EC
power required for complete suppression of the 3/2 and 2/1 NTMs
in the CFETR hybrid operation scenario is studied by coupling the
ray-tracing code for computing ECCD with the modified Rutherford
equation (MRE). Although the selection of the frequency of the final
EC system of the CFETR device and the position of the launching
port has not been completely determined, according to the results
of literature researches [4,6,7], this paper selects two typical fre-
quencies, fec ¼ 210 GHz [6] and 240 GHz [4,7] with fundamental
ordinary mode launching from two different upper launcher ports,
UL1: (Ri, Zi) ¼ (8.47, 5.7) m [6] and UL2: (Ri, Zi) ¼ (8.20, 4.5) m [4,7],
and calculates the minimum ECCD power Pmin to completely sup-
press these NTMs. The effects of the incident angles (especially the
toroidal incident angle a) and the misalignment on NTMs sup-
pression are studied and discussed in detail.

Under the condition of precise alignment, the optimal results of
complete suppression of the 3/2 and 2/1 NTMs by ECCD with the
two different frequencies launching from the UL1 and UL2 ports are
listed in Table 3. The results show that the UL2 launcher port is
better than UL1, and the optimal minimum ECCD power obtained
by optimizing the incidental angles at higher frequencies is smaller.
For the 2/1 NTM located at r2/1¼0.5576, the optimal value of Pmin is
20.6 MW by ECCD with fec ¼ 210 GHz launching from UL2, and a
smaller Pmin¼ 16.7MWby ECCDwith fec¼ 240 GHz launching from
the same port. For the 3/2 NTM located at r3/2 ¼ 0.4321, the cor-
responding optimal values of Pmin are 17.9 MW and 12.4 MW with
the ECCD of the two frequencies launching from the UL2.

The misalignment Dr ¼ |rec - rm/n| between the ECCD and m/n
rational surface has an important influence on NTM suppression. Ac-
cording to the researches in this paper, the results suggest that on the
CFETR tokamak, the misalignment Dr should not exceed 0.02a,
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preferably 0.015a, corresponding to 4.4 cm and 3.3 cm respectively.
Within this range, the required ECCD power does not increase signif-
icantly. When good alignment cannot be achieved, the position of
ECCD should be smaller than the radial position of the rational surface
of a NTM due to enhancement of ECCD current drive efficiency.

If do not consider the engineering difficulty of high-frequency
gyrotron source, ECCD with fundamental ordinary mode of fre-
quency 240 GHz launching from the UL2 port can most effectively
suppress the 3/2 and 2/1 NTMs under the four cases set in this paper,
and the optimal value of Pmin in these cases is minimum, 12.4 MW
and 16.7 MW respectively. However, this EC source selection is
difficult to achieve in the short or medium term, lower frequency of
210 GHzmay be easier to obtain. The optimalminimumEC power for
the 3/2 and 2/1 NTM suppression when launching from UL2 port is
17.9 MW and 20.6 MW using 210 GHz source, respectively. This
power demand is acceptable. When pre-emptive ECCD technology
[43,44] is used for NTM control, the required EC powerwill be greatly
reduced, the saved EC power can be used for other heating and
current drive requirements on the CFETR to improve the fusion gain.
In view of this, it is a good choice to select 210 GHz EC wave and
launching from the UL2 port in the short and medium term. Since
this article does not consider the evolution of the magnetic equi-
librium configuration over time after ECCD injection, the integrated
modelling to evaluate the results of this paper needs to be done.
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Appendix A

The evolution of the island width w of a NTM is govern by the
MRE (4) with the contribution of external ECCD. In this appendix,
each term in the right-hand-side of equation (4) is described detail.
The perturbed bootstrap current drives an instability, following
references [26,27],

rsD
0
BS ¼

16m0Lqrs
Bqp

4
3w

f
�
w;Wmarg

�
jBS (A.1)

Wmarg is the marginal island size at which a NTM growth rate
reaches maximum. According to Ref. [45], Wmargz2ε1=2rqi. Here,
ε ¼ r/R is the local inverse aspect ratio at minor radius r for major

radius on the axis R, and rqi ¼ ð2mikBTi=e2B2qÞ
1=2

is local poloidal
ion gyro-radius for the ion mass mi, the Boltzman constant kB (in
units of J$keV�1), the ion temperature Ti and the poloidal magnetic
field Bq, and Lq ¼ q/(dq/dr) is the local magnetic shear length. The
factor f(w, Wmarg) introduced in equation (A.1) to describe the
limitation of the neoclassical drive for small island sizes below
Wmarg, two choices about f(w, Wmarg) can be used [46]. For the first
choice, the limitation comes from the stabilizing ion polarization
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effect, fpol(w,Wmarg)¼ 1� W2
marg

3w2 . In this case the marginal island size

is expected to scale with the ion banana width, Wmargz2ε1=2rqi,
and this choice is referred to as the “polarization” model labeled

with ‘pol’. The second choice, ftra(w, Wmarg) ¼ w2

w2þW2
marg

, it describes

the incomplete flattening the pressure gradient inside themagnetic
island as a consequence of a finite parallel transport time scale. In

this case, Wmarg f ðc⊥=ckÞ1=4, c⊥ and ck are the perpendicular and
parallel heat diffusivity, respectively. This choice is referred to as
the “transport” model labeled with ‘tra’. It is assumed here that
both the “polarization” and “transport” limit the neoclassical drive
with the same Wmargz2ε1=2rqi. Hence, f(w, Wmarg) ¼ fpol(w,
Wmarg) þ ftra(w, Wmarg) - 1.

For the stabilization terms by current drive, there are two sta-
bilizing effects of ECCD. For the first effect, the ECCD replaces the
missing bootstrap current in the island [26,27],

rsD
0
CD ¼ � 16m0Lq

Bqp
hCDPin
w2

dep

FCD
�
w
.
wdep; xdep;Dm;4m

�
(A.2)

FCD is effectiveness parameter for replacing the missing boot-
strap current, it depends on the ratio of the island widthw over the
full Gaussion width wdep of the ECCD profile wdep, i.e. w* ¼ w/wdep,
the misalignment with respect to the rational surface xdep ¼ rdep -
rrs, the duty cycle Dmod and phase 4mod of EC power modulation.
Where, rdep ¼ rec$a and rrs ¼ rm/n$a. Pin is the total injected EC
power, and hCD ≡ Itot/Pin, Itot is the total driven current by EC waves.

Assuming an identical Gaussion profile for the driven current

density fexp½ � 4ðx� xdepÞ2 =w2
dep�, the total driven current [26] is

Itot ¼
ffiffiffi
k

p
p3=2rswdep (A.3)

for an elongated plasma, where
ffiffiffi
k

p
is a fitting parameter which

makes the Itot approximately equal to the total driven current by
ray-tracing code. The value of k approximately equals to the elon-
gation of tokamak if the driven current density profile nears a
Gaussion. Then, equation (A.2) becomes

rsD
0
CD ¼ � 16m0Lqrs

Bqp
p3=2

ffiffiffi
k

p
jCD;max

wdep
FCD (A.4)

Following the work of De Lazzari et al. [27], under the following
two assumptions: firstly the effect of relative misalignment with
respect to the rational surface to depend weakly on w*; and sec-
ondly the dependence on the on-time fraction, within a good
approximation (~10%), not to change for different values of xdep.
Then, time consuming numerical calculation for the FCD in equation
(A.2) can be factorized into three figures of merit to achieve a fast
calculation of the MRE,

FCD ¼NCDðw*ÞGCD

�
w*; xdep

�
MCDðw*;DmÞ (A.5)

with NCDðw*Þ describes the normalization to the geometrical
function depending on w*,

NCDðw*Þ¼ 0:25þ 0:24w*

1þ 0:64w*3 þ 0:43w*2 þ 1:5w*
(A.6)

GCDðw*; xdepÞ accounts for the misalignment [27,40],
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GCD

�
w*; xdep

�
¼1� 2

xdep
gðw*Þe

�
�

xdep
gðw* Þ

�2 ðxdep=gðw*Þ

0

dtet
2

(A.7)

with

gðw*Þ¼0:38w*2 þ 0:26w* þ 0:5
w* þ 1

(A.8)

and MCDðw*;DmÞ for the modulation,

MCDðw*;DmÞ¼ 1
w*3

h
m1ðDmÞw*2 þm2ðDmÞ

i
þm3ðDmÞ (A.9)

where,

m1 ¼2:26D4
m � 3:44D3

m � 0:99D2
m þ 2:2Dm � 0:02 (A.10)

m2¼0:01
�
0:34D5

m�1:02D4
mþ0:87D3

m�0:28D2
mþ0:1Dm

�
(A.11)

m3 ¼1:34D4
m � 3:54D3

m þ 1:1D2
m þ 2:09Dm þ 0:01 (A.12)

The MCD accounts for the effect of modulation as a function of
the on-time fraction Dm assuming perfect phasing of the modula-
tion centered around the island O-point. MCD is optimum for
Table 5
Results of the misalignment of ECCD on NTMs suppression.

fec/(GHz) UL (m, n) mode a/(o) b/(o) jec/(A/cm2/MW)

210 UL1 (2, 1) 208 145.0 0.4050
145.2 0.4068
145.4 0.4087
144.6 0.4107
145.7 0.4125

(3, 2) 204 150.0 0.5041
150.2 0.5229
150.4 0.5398
150.6 0.5586
150.8 0.5822

UL2 (2, 1) 218 137.3 0.5918
137.5 0.596
137.7 0.5994
138.1 0.6072
138.3 0.6116

(3, 2) 214 143.1 0.7261
143.3 0.7278
143.5 0.7303
143.7 0.7337
143.9 0.7385

240 UL1 (2, 1) 216 139.2 0.6998
139.4 0.7053
139.8 0.7229
140.0 0.7303
140.2 0.7363

(3, 2) 220 143.0 1.0220
143.4 1.1064
143.8 1.2032
144.2 1.3149
144.4 1.3613

UL2 (2, 1) 216 130.4 1.0120
131.0 1.0368
131.4 1.0481
131.6 1.0502
132.0 1.0635

(3, 2) 222 136.6 1.2400
137.0 1.2742
137.2 1.2901
137.6 1.3370
137.8 1.3623
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modulating EC power with 40%e60% on-time fraction, in this paper
only the 50% on-time fraction modulation is considered, hence
Dm ¼ 0.5.

The second stabilizing effect of ECCD is to make rsD
0
0 more

negative, it depends on the relative magnitude of the ECCD, jCD,max.
According to the analytical models in Refs. [26,45,47],

rsdD
0
0 z � 4m0Lqrs

Bqp
p3=2

ffiffiffi
k

p
jCD;maxDm

wdep
erfcðw*ÞFðxÞ (A.13)

erfcðxÞ ¼ 2ffiffiffi
p

p
R∞
x e�t2dt ¼ 1� erf ðxÞ is the complementary error

function. And

F(x) ¼ 1e2.92x þ 2.02x2 - 0.40x3, (A.14)

with x ¼ xdep/wdep. The function (A.14) differs from F(x) in Ref. [45]
is that the 1/e full width of driven current profilewdep is used in this
paper, whereas full width at half maximum (FWHM) value of ECCD

profile dec is used in Ref. [45], so that dec ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ln 2

p
wdep.

For the linear stability index D0
0, a value of rsD

0
0 ¼ -m for them/n

mode is used in equation (4) according to Refs. [45,48]. The value, as
a ‘middle’ one, is between strong stability, rsD

0
0z -2m, and mar-

ginal classical stability, rsD
0
0 ¼ 0.

Appendix B
rec wdep/a Iec/(kA/MW) Pmin/(MW) Dr¼|rec-rm/n|

0.5575 0.1090 11.90 26.0 0.0001
0.5525 0.1100 11.95 29.1 0.0051
0.5475 0.1113 12.00 30.9 0.0101
0.5425 0.1115 12.05 34.0 0.0151
0.5375 0.1120 12.07 38.9 0.0201
0.4325 0.1070 11.81 25.8 0.0004
0.4275 0.1042 11.85 25.5 0.0046
0.4225 0.1018 11.88 26.4 0.0096
0.4175 0.0994 11.92 28.7 0.0146
0.4125 0.0956 11.95 34.5 0.0196
0.5575 0.0915 14.89 20.6 0.0001
0.5525 0.0918 14.97 20.5 0.0051
0.5475 0.0850 15.04 22.1 0.0101
0.5425 0.0932 15.19 23.9 0.0151
0.5375 0.0936 15.26 28.9 0.0201
0.4325 0.1018 15.86 17.9 0.0004
0.4275 0.1028 15.91 18.4 0.0046
0.4225 0.1040 15.95 19.5 0.0096
0.4175 0.1048 16.00 21.5 0.0146
0.4125 0.1056 16.04 25.0 0.0196
0.5575 0.0927 17.57 17.3 0.0001
0.5525 0.0930 17.68 17.2 0.0051
0.5475 0.0932 17.90 17.4 0.0101
0.5425 0.0934 18.01 19.8 0.0151
0.5375 0.0936 18.11 24.0 0.0201
0.4325 0.0950 21.33 13.4 0.0004
0.4275 0.0884 21.42 13.1 0.0046
0.4225 0.0826 21.46 13.0 0.0096
0.4175 0.0758 21.44 13.4 0.0146
0.4125 0.0734 21.42 18.4 0.0196
0.5575 0.0633 17.49 16.7 0.0001
0.5525 0.0635 17.75 16.4 0.0051
0.5475 0.0640 17.92 16.3 0.0101
0.5425 0.0643 18.01 16.7 0.0151
0.5375 0.0647 18.18 26.4 0.0201
0.4325 0.0822 22.18 12.4 0.0004
0.4275 0.0818 22.36 12.2 0.0046
0.4225 0.0818 22.45 12.2 0.0096
0.4175 0.0806 22.60 12.8 0.0146
0.4125 0.0800 22.66 16.6 0.0196
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